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1. EDITORIAL:
REBOUND OR A REAL SECTOR ROTATION ?
Will the drone attacks on oil facilities in Saudi
Arabia put an end to the optimism that has
returned to the markets since the start of this
month? Hard to say but - to date - the US and
European indices remain close to their 2019 highs.
As investors sometimes say, “So far, so good.”
In this first half of September, the market
recovery since the summer’s lows can be attributed
primarily to a sector rotation (or we should say
factor rotation, as nowadays quant strategies are
everywhere!). Value and cyclical stocks, which
were pariah stocks for a number of years, seem
to have regained investors’ favour. The banking
sector index has gained 10.9% in three weeks
(Euro Stoxx Banks index), just like the index of
auto parts suppliers. At the origin of this rebound,
we have a modest rise in long-term interest rates,
a trend which – understandably - is generally
associated with a rise in the price of banking
stocks, but also – and this only comes gradually
– a rise in the stock price of participants in the
automotive sector. The connection comes from
the cyclical nature of the sector and the now
familiar behaviour of the investors who rush into
the banking sector when interest rates rise, and
exit it in droves on the contrary, when interest
rates drop and buy growth and so-called quality
stocks ( i.e., stocks which have a higher visibility
with regards to their future revenues).

Since the financial crisis of 2008, central banks
have tirelessly pumped money into the financial
system in order to bring down interest rates. The
observed increase in interest rates has so far been
small and consequently, the rebound of «value»
stocks, similar to the recent rally, has always been
short-lived. In fact, both value and cyclical stocks
continue to linger in a downward trend, whereas
growth stocks have gone from one record high to
another. If the small rebound at the start of this
month behaves like the most recent ones, then
it will also be short-lived and we can close this
chronicle with mention “Nothing new out there.”
Or can we?
We will not stop on this note, because even if we
admit that the catch phrase “This time is different”
can cost dearly to the investor, we really need to
check the facts before concluding that nothing has
changed.
First of all, we can easily rule out the assumption
that there is an impending shift in central bank
policies, because this will not happen. Even if
there was a mood of resignation in Mario Draghi’s
demeanour during the most recent meeting of
the ECB, he stayed the course of more negative
interest rates and Quantitative Easing... It is
therefore not from a change of central bank policy
that an explanation will be found to account for
the sector rotation that has been observed.
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So let’s forget interest rates for a moment (a difficult
exercise given that they are the main building
block in the valuation of assets!) and consider this
sector rotation from another perspective: that of
the industry sector or more precisely, the German
manufacturer. It is feared that the morale of CEOs
and CFOs of German manufacturers is currently
very low. The PMI index of -44%, published by
the ZEW institute (which measures the German
Purchasing Manufacturers’ Index), shows a low
level last seen in 2011 and 2008!
It appears that German manufacturing, especially
the car industry, are the first casualties of the
Sino-American trade war; there was no reason
for the manufacturers to celebrate in the past few
months. So could it be that these manufacturers
are missing something which is cheering up the
investors?
The second reason is the countdown to the US
elections. Even if everyone admits that Donald
Trump is sometimes unpredictable, there are two
things that consistently remain at the forefront
of his thinking: the level of the S&P 500 index
and his popularity level in opinion polls. While
voters initially viewed the trade war positively,
this sentiment is changing as the domestic impact

is felt and individuals are starting to suffer as a
result of increased tariffs. Extracting concessions
from the tenacious Xi Jinping is suddenly proving
more difficult, and more expensive too... As for
the markets, they always react badly to the bursts
of angry tweets from Donald Trump, and as this
summer’s scenario confirms, he always seems to
tone down his threats as soon as the S&P’s decline
exceeds 5%.
The market rebound of the last few days is
therefore not derived from new information with
regards to interest rates, but probably it is a direct
bet that the economic slowdown caused by the
trade war in recent months is gradually coming
to an end. This would mean that the economy,
and especially the manufacturing sector, is on
the path to recovery, because valuations in the
manufacturing sector have been in the doldrums
for quite a while, even a timid pickup in economic
activity might translate into a significant upside
potential.
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2. PERFORMANCES AND MARKET INDICATORS

Source : Bloomberg - 27/09/2019
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3. MACRO FOCUS
In its July newsletter, the International Monetary
Fund adjusted its growth forecasts for the world
economy downwards (Table 1). Global growth is
expected to decelerate compared to 2018, except
for countries such as India and Japan, which
are expected to see their economies accelerate.
Inflationary pressures are also expected to be

more moderate in 2019, particularly in mature
countries. An economic slowdown and an inflation
that is struggling to reach its target, it is probably
not necessary to look much further for the reversal
of attitude of the major central banks, starting
with that of the Federal Reserve.

Table 1 : The growth perspectives of IMF

Source : IMF, July 2019
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The United States, still strong…
In the United States, economic growth remains
robust, as shown by the 1st and 2nd quarter
figures, which rose by 3.1% and 2.1% respectively,
well above expectations. These figures have
certainly been helped by an inventory build-up
in the context of the Sino-American trade war.
Growth remains supported by the resilience of
the American consumer. The unemployment rate
remains at 3.7%, its lowest level in more than
40 years, with an average hourly wage rising by
3.2% per year, which is likely to support the US
consumer.
In this context, the Federal Reserve decided to
lower its key rate by 25 basis point at its July
meeting and by another 25 basis points at its
September meeting. This is the first cut since 2008.

In his July speech, Jérôme Powell tried to describe
this first move as a mid-cycle adjustment rather
than the beginning of a rate cut sequence. Nice
attempt by Jérôme Powell to adjust expectations
for further rate cuts...
This was without taking into account Donald
Trump who, a few hours later, relaunched with
a single tweet the trade war by proposing a 10%
tax on the $300 billion worth of Chinese goods
that had not yet been taxed. The reaction was
immediate with a drop in long-term rates, which
resulted in the inversion of the yield curve, a
phenomenon that consists in seeing short-term
rates move above long-term ones.

Graphe 1 : US 10year – 2year rate & Recession

Source : Bloomberg, Banque Eric Sturdza, August 1976 - August 2019
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When the yield curve is inverted, recession fears
return. While vigilance is a given, at this stage, it
seems to us that this indicator should be handled
with care.
First of all, most probabilistic recession models
use this indicator as an input: the curve is inverted,
which increases recession fears and probabilities,
pushes long-term rates down and causes the curve
to invert, etc. Then, the inversion of the curve was

historically triggered by the increase in short-term
rates. Today, with the US 10 year rate at 1.50%, it
is rather the fall in long-term rates that is causing
this inversion. Finally, as the statistical study below
shows, while the inversion of the curve preceded 5
of the last 6 recessions, it preceded it by more than
16 months and it also preceded the stock market
peak by 12 months on average.

Table 2 : Inversion & Recession

Donald Trump, in the process of preparing for
his re-election, also understood that he could
not afford to see his fears take hold and see the
market decline. In the absence of a new fiscal
plan due to a lack of majority in the House of

Representatives, Donald Trump is putting more
pressure on the Federal Reserve to use monetary
weapons and continues to play the hot and cold
on the subject of the trade war with China.

Euro zone: A manufacturing
sector struggling
The dichotomy between manufacturing and
tertiary activity remains palpable in the Euro zone.
German industrialists are the collateral victims
of the trade war between the United States and
China and the slowdown in trade. Economies that
are more domestic and oriented towards services,
such as France, are doing better from this point

of view. In Germany, the IFO and ZEW business
surveys are at their lowest levels since 2011 and
2008 and the GDP contracted in the 2nd quarter.
The alert is serious and sufficient for voices to be
raised in Germany to defend the idea of a fiscal
and stimuli plans.
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Graph 2 : German economy, Manufacturing & Service PMIs (lhs), ZEW index (rhs)

Source : Bloomber, Banque Eric Sturdza, August 2016 - September 2019

In the meantime, and as has often been the case in
recent years, it is up to the European Central Bank
(ECB) to replace the EU governments. From this
point of view, it must be noted that Mario Draghi

has done what was necessary by making his key
deposit rate a little more negative, by relaunching
an unlimited asset purchase plan (QE).

Italy: La Comedia dell’Arte
Politically, in Italy, divorce is consummated
between the 5-star movement and the Northern
League. Italian assets (equities and bonds) are firstly
impacted by the return of political uncertainty. In
the end, with 66 governments since the post-war

period, the measure of instability becomes relative
and the Italian markets welcome the formation of
a moderate and technical government that should
be able to enter into a dialogue with the European
Commission more easily.
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The United Kingdom: God Save
the Queen!
If the political situation in Italy is complicated
to read, what about the United Kingdom?
Boris Johnson took over the leadership of the
Conservative Party in July 2019, promising his
members not to push back the Brexit beyond the
deadline of 31 October, even if it meant causing
a Hard Brexit. It is worth noting that in less than
three months, Boris Johnson has gone from being
a challenger for the top position of the main
government party to that of party leader and
ultimately to that of Prime Minister in replacement
of Theresa May. On August 28, one month after

his induction, he requested and obtained from
Queen Elizabeth II a suspension of the Parliement
until October 14. This decision triggered the
wrath of the deputies and its constitutionality
was challenged before the Supreme Court. The
Supreme Court recently ruled out the suspension
was unconstitutional, enabling UK MPs to start
working again on the Brexit topic. On September
3, Boris Johnson lost his parliamentary majority
definitively, following the defection of one of the
Conservative MPs. All options remain open at this
stage but the risk of hard Brexit increases.

In the rest of the world:
China continues to announce stimulus measures
to stabilize its economy: lower VAT, tax cuts for
households and significant cuts in the reserve
requirement rate. Despite a context characterized
by a trade war and a structural slowdown in
its economy, particularly in its manufacturing
dimension, China nevertheless manages to
stabilize its growth rate at 6.2%.
In Hong Kong, the consequences of the general
strike and paralysis are beginning to show in retail
sales and tourist flows, both of which are falling
sharply. With growth of 0.5% in the second
quarter, the Hong Kong economy is showing its
weakest growth in nearly a decade. The withdrawal

of the disputed draft extradition law by the Hong
Kong executive is part of a reconciliation process
but may not be sufficient.
In Latin America, Argentina is once again
making headlines. President Macri, the actor of
the unpopular measures taken in 2018 to stop the
previous crisis, was challenged in August’s primary
elections. This is enough to trigger a collapse of
the stock market and of the Argentinian Peso.
More recently, the attack on Saudi oil installations
reminds us of the geopolitical fragility of the
Middle East and its importance in the supply of
Oil and Gas.
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4. FIXED INCOME
Interest rate relief against a backdrop of an economic slowdown
and trade wars.
During September, rates rose on both sides of the
Atlantic, a logical correction after a Summer rally
of exceptional size. Two main forces dominate
and explain the behaviour of the markets: the
attitude of the central banks (mainly the Fed and
the ECB) and the Sino-American trade war. The
latter acted in the «traditional» way: when good
news on the trading front was announced, equity
markets rose and bonds corrected, while any
pessimistic information on the subject had the
opposite effect. On the other hand, the behaviour
of central banks has undermined the theory that
bonds rise in the event of a decline in equities and
vice versa. The poorer the economic news, the
more central banks were expected to intervene

and the more both markets rose. And when an
economic statistic suggested an improvement,
central bank expectations of rate cuts decreased
and both markets corrected together! As a result,
in July and August, bond markets soared as they
incorporated two bad news at the same time:
renewed tension between Washington and Beijing
and deteriorated economic prospects (especially in
Europe - Germany in the first place - and China)
suggesting a very Dovish turn fo major central
banks. In Europe, first with an additional rate cut
(marginal deposit rate at -0.5%) accompanied by
the return of the asset purchase programme and
then in the United States with an additional drop
in the Fed funds rate to 1.75%-2%.

FOMC Dot Plots as of 18 December 2019

Source : Bloomberg

FOMC Dot Plots as of 18 September 2019

Source : Bloomberg
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This is the second rate cut of the year and the
markets are still anticipating one or even two more
before the end of 2019. The two tables above show
the «dot plots» of Fed members. On 19 December
2018, their average Fed fund projection at the end
of 2019 was 2.75%-3%. Six members even saw
them at 3%-3.25%. Today, the Fed funds stand
at 1.75%-2% and should end the year at 1.5%1.75%, a complete reversal of monetary policy
with three rate cuts instead of three increases!

environment into account and the US 10-year
yield, supported by the idea of future monetary
easing (encouraged by the White House and Wall
Street) went from 2% at the end of June to 1.45%
at the beginning of September and rose to 1.80%
during the month.
Our objective for the US 10-year period remains
to return to the 1.32% level achieved in July
2016. Our second conviction concerns TIPS (US
Treasury Bonds indexed to inflation).

The US yield curve therefore took this new
US Treasury yield from June 28 to September 19, 2019

Source Bloomberg

30-year inflation breakeven from June 28 to September 19, 2019

Source Bloomberg
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We believe it is more appropriate to look at real
rates that could be a source of bond performance
in 2020.
Today, the 30-year TIPS has a real return of
0.60% (the investor therefore invests in a return
of «inflation + 0.6%»). In early 2020, inflation
expectations could rise, especially if geopolitical
tensions in the Gulf cause oil prices to rise or if
the transmission belt between wage pressures and
inflation in the United States is working again.
We are therefore looking at the 30-year inflation

breakeven (graph above) which indicates that the
difference between nominal 30-year rates and
real 30-year rates is now 1.6% and that therefore
US inflation will not exceed 1.6% over the next
30 years. Between the two 30-year investment
strategies, i.e. a return of 2.2% or inflation +
0.6%, the second option seems more attractive.
On the markets, this will undoubtedly soon be a
major investment strategy topic, but it is already
a reality in our investment policy and in our bond
portfolios.
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« It is not from a change of central bank policy that
an explanation will be found to account for this sector
rotation. »
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5. EQUITY :
CLIMBING A WALL OF WORRIES
After a sharp rebound in H1 2019, markets
globally adopted a more cautious approach in Q3,
digesting a lack of earnings growth in the major
bourses, further softness in economic indicators,
interrogations around the willingness and potency
of central banks, and a more volatile political
environment globally.
Having largely rebounded back to September
2018 levels, equity markets entered the third
quarter with investors closely scrutinizing the next
catalysts of capital appreciation, namely the setup for future earnings growth and the trajectory
of interest rates.
In the US, essentially following the historical
pattern, quarterly earnings results beat consensus
estimates by 3 percentage points, to produce
an aggregate yearly growth in earnings of 0%.
Encouragingly, commentary on earnings calls
remained cautiously optimistic going forward.
While most CEOs are balancing expectations
for the rest of the year – many citing global
political uncertainties - most companies exposed
to the consumer markets continue to describe the
environment as stable and growing. Indeed, labor
cost increases, while pressuring corporate margins,
supports consumers’ willingness to spend.
Unfortunately, increasing uncertainty around
international supply chains continues to pressure
the industrial complex and delay investment plans.
Accordingly, business confidence tilted towards
these businesses has continued to come down.

Commentary from major semiconductors – an
interesting group given how concerned they are
by GDP Growth, Capex cycles and Chinese trade
tensions – remain generally balanced in their view,
noting both the difficult current conditions but,
after a year of destocking, slow but clear increase
in activity in most of their end markets, apart
from the auto sector and European industrial
applications.
While the somewhat reserved message of the Fed
in July sparked some nervousness and concerns
about a lack of decisive intervention, the massive
rally in rates globally combined with soft economic
numbers undoubtedly pressured their careful
reaffirmation of their dovishness in September,
a welcome confirmation which should keep the
market balanced and engaged. The ECB’s Mario
Draghi, contemplating the end of his term, also
confirmed a firmly supportive monetary stance
and called unequivocally for a ramp in fiscal
stimuli. With an open-ended quantitative easing
policy in place and pressure on Germany’s
economy become more acute, accommodative
policies should further gain consideration globally.
In summary, markets can be said to have
navigated the third quarter quite robustly, helped
by a balanced outlook from corporations and
reaffirmations of support by global central banks.
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Looking forward, investors will likely continue to
focus on the potential economic impacts of the
geopolitical climate as they develop expectations
of profit growth for 2020. In this context, the sinoamerican trade negotiations, the Brexit deadline,
the Hong Kong riots, and the tensions in the
Middle-East will likely feature prominently on
the agenda. In the meantime, other fundamental
drivers of equity markets continue to exhibit real
resilience.
Corporate buybacks, a dominant source of demand
for equities, remains strong and overcompensates
by a multiple the net outflows out of equities from
funds. In fact, the recent decrease in interest rates,
pushing the S&P500 dividend yield above the
yield on 10y treasuries, coupled with the low new
issuances of equities as whole are contributing to
a strongly supportive technical environment for
equities.

And, on this front, Japan and Europe are arguably
even more supported than the US, with historical
records in buybacks operating against even lower
equity valuations and interest rates.
As a dose of comfort for investors, given the
progression of negative rates around the world
and high valuations of fixed-income, the relative
discipline of the equity markets is noteworthy.
While some pockets of the market can be
somewhat overvalued at any point in time, we do
not see systematic overvaluation in equities, and
on the contrary, recently, the general reluctance
of the IPO market to embrace questionable
businesses or valuations is to be lauded, and is one
more anecdotal data point suggesting in fact real
risk-aversion inside of what can superficially be
seen as a bullish market.

Dividend Yield & Earnings Yield vs. Bond Yields

Source Bloomberg, Banque Eric Sturdza
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6. PRECIOUS METALS
Gold is shining again !
Having reached an all-time high in September
2011 of above 1’900 USD per ounce, Gold
(XAU) corrected sharply from 2011 to 2015.

More recently, Gold crossed the 1’500 USD /
oz threshold, a price level that has not been seen
since 2013.

What should we make of recent
Gold moves?
Looking at the supply side of the equation, the
story looks quite simple (cf. table 1). The demand
side is more complicated as the various uses of
Gold have fluctuated over the years, notably
the demand for Gold as an investment product.
This investment demand has been a major driver
for the price of Gold. Private investors have
invested in Gold for its safe haven status and for

the perceived diversification benefits of holding
it; Central Banks on the other hand have been
willing to diversify their USD reserves.
Without doubt, the search for credible and liquid
alternatives to the USD has certainly been one of
the main reasons behind the renewed interest of
Central Banks for the “barbarian relic”.

Table 1 : Gold Market / Supply & Demand

Source : World Gold Council, RBC
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Gold within a diversified portfolio
The safe haven status of Gold has also played a
role in a renewed context of uncertainties: Trade
wars, Brexit, fears of a recession, geopolitical
tensions in the Persian Gulf as well as in Argentina
to name a few….
Although it has been volatile as a standalone
asset class, Gold is becoming a “must have” in a
diversified portfolio, as it brings a diversification

effect notably when matched with risky assets.
In addition to this, the case that has been made
for owning Government Bonds rather than Gold
as safe havens seems less relevant. Indeed, if
Government bonds used to have a positive carry
vs. none for Gold, it seems no longer valid in a
negative or low interest rates environment.

Gold & Carry strategies
To this effect, it is worth noting that an active
management of Gold using options could be
interesting to tackle this argument and potentially
transform Gold into an investment with a positive
carry.
As illustrated in the chart 1, the comparison of a
Gold investment to the one of a strategy mixing
Gold and a systematic call option selling strategy
shows a superior performance over a multiyear period for the latter. In a bearish market,
call selling has been a good way to mitigate the
negative performance of the underlying asset. On
the contrary, in a bullish scenario, the upside has
been limited by selling calls. Finally in a sideways
market, option selling can be used to generate
yield and an additional return on top of Gold
investments

Gold is once again becoming an investment of
choice in private investors’ diversified portfolios
with an interest in many ways.
1. A safe haven status in a renewed context of
uncertainties
2. A diversification tool notably against risky
assets and other currencies
3. A zero carry asset in a context of negative
interest rates
Beyond a plain vanilla investment in Gold, it
is worth noting that solutions exist to make it a
dynamic investment and respond to investors’
needs.
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Graph: Gold price vs. Gold Price and call overwriting
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